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BANGI RESORT HOTEL
‘Hospitality Redefined’
Bangi, JANUARY 1, 2019: Bangi Resort Hotel is no stranger in the hospitality industry. Previously
operated as Hotel Bangi-Putrajaya since 2014 and Hotel Equatorial Bangi-Putrajaya since the
opening in 1997, the hotel is now going through another rebranding exercise to further enhance its
business presence and operation.

Unlike any other accommodation or hospitality provider in the Klang Valley, Bangi Resort
Hotel possessed facilities and services fit for holiday maker, leisure travelers, business meetings,
incentive trips as well as conference and exhibition.
The hotel is located midway between the KL International Airport in Sepang and the Kuala Lumpur
city centre, a mere 30minutes drive away. It lies strategically in the centre of Bandar Baru Bangi, one
of the most rapidly developing townships neighbouring the Federal Government’s administrative
hub in Putrajaya. It is also easily accessible from the PLUS, LDP, SKVE and SILK highways, minus the
usual KL traffic jams.
Bangi Resort Hotel is a picturesque 5-Star resort hotel. Built in the style of a low-rise Spanish villa,
visitors will undoubtedly be awed by the expansive green backdrop along the bougainvillea-lined
driveway leading up to the hotel's entrance. The hotel offers 256 wonderfully furnished, spacious
and excellently facilitated rooms. All the rooms overlook either the golf course or the beautifully
landscaped swimming pool, providing a feeling of spaciousness.
For dining, Bangi Resort Hotel offers quality yet affordable choices that caters to everyone. Funtasiaa buffet restaurant that serves up tempting local cuisine, delightful western favorites as well as other
dedicated ‘action stalls’ where teams of talented chefs perform a gastronomical symphony. The
restaurant’s 12-foot tall Ferris-Wheel positioned right at the entrance, carrying ‘epicurean
passengers’ is what makes it unique. It is the first of its kind in Malaysia and it fits seamlessly with
the restaurant’s theme. Harmoni - a fusion Chinese restaurant offering a twist of Malay, Nyonya and
Thai flavours, specializing in crafty and delicate Dim Sums, prepared fresh daily. Kazumi – a Japanese
Restaurant serving fusion Japanese cuisine. The best in town and a hit for its Saturday dinner buffet.
Tee-Off Terrace – a delightful venue to enjoy light snacks and drinks while watching brilliant sunsets
– overlooking the golfing greens and KL city skyline in distance. For a more casual spot to chill-out,
Lavista Xpress- the hotel’s deli-café offers coffee and tea, sandwiches, cakes, pastries and more to
dine-in or takeaway. The Glasshouse – a centralize coffee/tea break outlet purposely set-up for all
the functions that is taking place, providing, convenience and comfort for all patrons. Wi-Fi
connection is also available for restaurant patrons at all food & beverage outlets. The following
kitchens and outlets have been certified halal by MAIS (Majlis Agama Islam Selangor) - Main Kitchen,
Malay Kitchen, Cold Kitchen, Pastry Kitchen, Butchery Kitchen and Harmoni Kitchen.
Bangi Resort Hotel also provides extensive facilities for meetings, conventions and banqueting. With
its Grand Ballroom accommodating up to 750 guests and 25 versatile meeting rooms of varying sizes
and 2 boardrooms, the Hotel is a popular gathering point among the local community in addition to
international incentive groups and convention organizers. The Hotel is also a well-known venue for
garden weddings and other nuptial events. With experienced sales personnel and professional
catering staff, guests can converge with confidence.

Other facilities and services at the hotel premise include a surau, a gymnasium (The Gym), an
outdoor swimming pool for adults and children, indoor kids play area (Funland), outdoor tennis
courts, team building facilities, a kiosk, a beauty salon, as well as daily shuttle service to Kuala
Lumpur city centre and/or to nearby shopping complexes. The hotel’s strategic location also makes it
a preferred accommodation choice should one plan to visit nearby attraction such the Putrajaya
mosques, Extreme Park Putrajaya, Satay Kajang Hj. Samuri, IOI City Mall among others.
Bangi Resort Hotel is proud to expand its business and look forward to providing exceptional service
and great products to all. The management and staff of the hotel are also eager to take the hotel to
a new level of success with the name change. The hotel’s new tagline “Hospitality Redefined” simply
says it all as the hotel strive to redefine the true art and value of “hospitality”. Tucked on Bandar
Baru Bangi’s highest peak amidst six acres of lush tropical gardens, Bangi Resort Hotel is definitely a
serene retreat with great convenience and affordable comfort!
Don’t forget to check out the hotel’s rebranding promotions. For further information,
visit www.bangiresorthotel.com or kindly call +60382102222 or email info@bangiresorthotel.com.
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